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The Antarctic Treaty was signed on December 1,
1959, and came into force on June 23, 1961, when
the last ratification was received by the depository
government, the United States. Much was written at
the time and later about its significance as a precedent for other treaties and as the opening success in
a series of negotiations that have relieved somewhat
the tensions of the cold war.
While this general view is important, it should
not be overemphasized. The primary purpose of the
Treaty was to reserve a large area for peaceful purposes, and in the absence of currently exploitable resources, that meant the open and full pursuit of scientific investigations. If some antarctic characteristics are similar to those of outer space and the seabed, and if some of the Treaty's provisions have
served as guidelines for other settlements, these are
not neglible but, nevertheless, ancillary benefits. The
ral test of the Treaty's effectiveness should be in
Fow well it has accomplished its principal objective.
Origins of the Treaty
The Antarctic Treaty grew from the experience of
tkie International Geophysical Year (IGY), 19571958, as applied to Antarctica. Scientists from 12
countries, working through their own organizations,
created an international program of coordinated scientific research in Antarctica that proved enormously
productive. In so doing, they enlisted the assistance
of their respective governments in the form of financial support and a cessation of provocative activities
in support of territorial claims. This suspension was
not written down but existed only as a gentlemen's
agreement.
When the idea of continuing the scientific programs in Antarctica gained general acceptance, it
was also recognized that further success depended
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upon perpetuating the existing cooperative arrangements. To insure this, something more formal than
a gentlemen's agreement was needed. To achieve just
such a settlement the Government of the United
States in a note of May 2, 1958, invited the 11 other
nations that had carried out programs in the Antarctic during the ICY to an Antarctic Conference to
be held for the purpose of seeking an agreement that
would embody the spirit and manner of cooperation
that had existed during the ICY. After more than a
year of preliminary discussions among the representatives of the governments concerned, the conference
convened in Washington on October 1, 1959.
The conference on Antarctica
By the opening of the conference two fundamental
principles were accepted by all present. First, Antarctica should be used for peaceful purposes only;
all military activity should be prohibited, although
military personnel, equipment, and supplies might be
employed in support of scientific research or for any
other peaceful purpose. Otherwise, some expeditions,
including that of the United States, would have been
forced to desist. The second principle was that free,
cooperative scientific programs, with their full
exchanges of personnel, information, and results,
should be continued. The statement of these principles occupies the first three articles of the Antarctic
Treaty.
The document then goes on to the heart of the
problem. How could these principles be implemented
without the sacrifice by claimant nations of what they
regarded as their legitimate sovereign rights? The
solution was rather simple. As the United States note
of May 2, 1958, had suggested, the legal status quo
was frozen for the life of the Treaty. No statement
in the Treaty, and no action taken while it remained
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in force, could be construed as a renunciation, diminution, or extension of existing claims or rights,
nor serve as a basis of a future claim. This provision
protected the position of the United States, which
had not put forward a claim but had reserved its
rights to do so based on the activities of its nationals,
as well as other nations that claimed territory in the
Antarctic.
The remainder of the Treaty is largely composed of
articles insuring the implementation of the basic principles and protecting the political arrangements. The
Treaty was to apply to the area south of 600 South
Latitude, including ice shelves, but nothing contained therein should prejudice the rights of any
state on the high seas under the international law. To
the ban on military measures was added another prohibiting nuclear explosions and the disposal of radioactive wastes. Provision was made for nonsignatory
powers to adhere to the Treaty, and methods were
provided for its modification and amendment. If disputes arose, the parties were urged to settle them by
negotiation, mediation, conciliation, arbitration, judicature, or other peaceful means. Finally, at the end
of 30 years, any contracting party might request a
conference to review the operations of the Treaty,
but no date of termination appears in the document
so that it may be considered to be of indefinite
duration.
To those who emphasize the precedent-setting nature of the Treaty, Article VII is of importance. It
permits any contracting party to designate observers
with the right to inspect all stations and equipment
and ships and aircraft at points of embarkation and
debarkation. Aerial observation may also be carried
out at any time. A last paragraph of this article
obliges the participating governments to exchange
annually notice of all expeditions proceeding to the
Treaty area, of all stations occupied or to be occupied, and of any military personnel or equipment intended to be sent into Antarctica.
The authors of the Treaty were aware that it had
omissions. No provision was made for regulating
economic activity should it ever become feasible. The
thorny question of jurisdiction over persons other
than exchange scientists and observers was avoided
except as a topic to be considered in the future. Both
of these, of course, touch on the matter of the sovereign prerogative. Like good diplomats, the delegates took not what was ideal but what was feasible.
However, machinery was set up to anticipate problems of mutual concern and to provide a means of
consultation for the solution of such problems.
Within 2 months after final ratification, representatives of the signatory powers were to meet in Canberra, Australia, to consult together and to recommend to their governments appropriate measures for
the furtherance of the purposes of the Treaty. Similar
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meetings were to be held at periodic intervals, whici
adherants to the Treaty might also attend provide(
they had demonstrated their interest in Antarctica bi
conducting substantial research programs. From thes
gatherings, it was hoped that a body of regulation
would evolve.
First Consultative Meeting
As the delegates to the conference on Antarctica
foresaw, they had drafted an acceptable documeni.
Although light opposition was encountered in several
countries, none of it presented an insuperable obstacle. The final ratification was received on June 2,
1961, on which date the Treaty became effective.
The Consultative Meeting provided for in the
Treaty convened at Canberra on July 10, 1961, less
than a month after completion of ratification. Contained in the Treaty itself was a list of topics for
possible discussion. Four of them covered matters of
implementing the Treaty that would of necessity be
taken up anyway. Two of them dealt with questions
not addressed in the Treaty—the exercise of jurisdiction and the conservation of living resources.
In turning to the coordination of scientific programs and the exchange of scientific information, the
conferees found that the scientists had already created effective organizations and procedures. For the
IGY, the International Council of Scientific Unions,
a nongovernmental organization, had set up data
centers for the collection and dissemination of world-,
wide observations. The Consultative Meeting recommended that these centers be continued and encouraged. The Council had also created a Committee for the International Geophysical Year, which in
turn established a subcommittee to plan and coordinate the antarctic program. In 1958, the Council athorized the replacement of this subcommittee by tFe
Special (later retitled Scientific) Committee on Antarctic Research (SCAR), with substantially the sane
membership and functions. The Meeting recommended that their governments support the work of
SCAR both in coordinating programs and in arrançing exchange of information between scientists. When
the conferees came to the consideration of conservation of flora and fauna, they noted that SCAR had
already produced guidelines on this subject. They reprinted these guidelines as part of their official report
and, as an interim measure, urged their adoption by
covernments to the extent possible under national
legislation and international conventions.
The Meeting restated a clause in the Treaty that
encouraged cooperation with the specialized agencies
of the United Nations. It welcomed an offer of assistance from the World Meteorological Organization
in research as well as in the collection and disseminaANTARCTIC JOURNAL

tion of weather data. Exchanges of scientific personnel, they felt, should be made on the basis of bilateral
arrangements between expeditions.
Article V, paragraph 7, of the Treaty had provided for the exchange of data on operations. The
Consultative Meeting defined the contents of these
reports, to provide complete information on existing
installations and expedition plans. It was recom mended that the reports be distributed as early as
possible each year and, in any case, before the end
of November. In this way they would be available
uring the operating season, when the information
would be most usable.
Many items to be included in these reports touched
on logistics. It was the sense of the Meeting that exchanges on logistic problems would also be profitable.
Among the topics suggested as suitable for study were
design and construction of buildings, provision of
performance of aircraft, tractors, and other
vehicles, techniques of supply, and transport and
andling of cargo. It was also suggested that these exhanges might best be carried out in a symposium of
k
experts where the problems could be freely
l iscussed.
A similar meeting was also proposed in the related
field of telecommunications. Earlier, the Antarctic
Committee of the Special Committee for the IGY
had taken the initiative in setting standards and developing a communications network. In the interim
period between the end of the IGY and the signing
of the Treaty, this activity had been carried forward
by a SCAR working group. Many people, however,
felt that this function was more properly part of
logistic support activity than of the scientific effort
even though the scientists had legitimate telecommunications requirements. The recommendation for
the Conference recognized these claims and provided
that SCAR should be consulted.
Interestingly enough the meeting also recom mended that expeditions should cooperate in the
collection and distribution of mail. This has frequently been done, especially in the Antarctic Peninsula area, where five nations have stations in what,
for Antarctica, is reasonably close proximity. In this
part of the Antarctic and also on the shore of the
Ross Sea a number of buildings, built and occupied
by earlier explorers, are still standing. The meeting
recommended that steps be taken to restore and preserve such monuments.
Finally, the delegates recommended administraive arrangements for future Consultative Meetings
including the Preparation and dissemination of the
al report. They also suggested that, in the future.
Proposals with relevant reports and documenation be circulated at least a month in advance.
No action was taken on jurisdiction over personnel
nor does the topic appear to have been discussed.
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Neither does any mention of regulating future economic activities appear in the final report. One of
the four suggestions for implementing the Treaty—
recommendations to facilitate the inspections authorized in Article Vu—was also neglected.
This first meeting was important for several reasons. The emphasis upon scientific activities and cooperation showed the general desire to subordinate
political considerations to the search for knowledge,
and it showed that scientific cooperation could continue to offer a common ground for agreement.
Encouragement of SCAR and the adoption of its
guidelines on conservation foreshadowed a liaison
that was to grow more fruitful with the years ahead.
Throughout the deliberations there existed a desire
that the meeting succeed in its primary purpose of
furthering the objectives of the Antarctic Treaty.
This spirit has endured through the five subsequent
Consultative Meetings, the first of which was held at
Buenos Aires during July 1962. Since then, meetings
have been held biennially at Brussels (1964), Santiago (1966), Paris (1968), and Tokyo (1970).
Logistics and communications
To obtain a clear idea of what has been accomplished under the Treaty, it is preferable to deal with
some of the main topics considered by Consultative
Meetings and activities carried out under its provisions than to recite developments as they occurred
from meeting to meeting. For example, there is no
need to record the continuing efforts to render more
complete and timely the reports of operations. Administrative arrangements may also be left aside. It
is sufficient to point out that the Treaty governments
have not developed a secretariat or other permanent
administrative organization.
Many expeditions, encouraged by a recommendation of the First Consultative Meeting, have marked
and, in some instances, restored buildings, grave sites,
and other reminders of the past. At the 1968 meeting
in Paris, a recommendation was adopted that an
agreed list of monuments be prepared. Two years
later in Tokyo, this recommendation was reiterated,
and it further provided that monuments so identified
be marked by signs in the four Treaty languages:
English, French, Spanish, and Russian. Notable work
has been done by New Zealand and the United States
on the huts in the McMurdo Sound area occupied
by Scott and Shackleton.
Logistics and telecommunications have been gray
areas between the Treaty powers and SCAR. At a
meeting in 1961, the latter expressed the opinion
that both topics were suitable for governmental action, but that SCAR working groups would continue
to function until it was demonstrated that suitable
organizations existed under the Treaty to provide for
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them. Despite the recommendation of the First Consultative Meeting for a logistics symposium, SCAR
went ahead with its plans for a similar meeting in
Boulder, Colorado, in 1962. The success of this
gathering made unnecessary for the time being a second meeting of this nature. Several of the parties to
the Treaty, however, continued to feel that a symposium of governmental experts was desirable, and
at Santiago in 1966 it was decided to hold the meeting in Tokyo 2 years later. In line with its earlier
statement, SCAR welcomed this initiative, and its
Working Group on Logistics seriously considered a
request that it assist in preparing the agenda for the
Tokyo meeting. On a personal basis, members of the
Working Group attended the meeting as representatives of their respective governments.
From the operators' viewpoint, telecommunication
has been a continuing problem. Most antarctic stations are small, and consequently their ability to
handle radio traffic is limited. This situation is
further aggravated by Antarctica's susceptibility to
disruption by ionospheric disturbances. To seek a
solution to the difficulties encountered, the meeting
suggested by the First and Second Consultative Meetings convened at Washington in June 1963. Its final
report consisted of 11 recommendations for the considerations of governments. They covered such matters as routing of traffic (particularly meteorological
observations), schedules, techniques of transmission,
search and rescue procedures, and radio aids to aerial
navigation. The meeting also recognized the important work done by SCAR and suggested that, in the
future, its Working Group might wish to limit its responsibilities to the scientific requirements for telecommunications. The Working Group did not meet
again. In 1966, it was abolished and its functions
were transferred to the Working Group on Logistics.
During the same period, the telecommunications
situation deteriorated. Implementation of the recommendations of the 1963 meeting was imperfect at
best, in many cases being beyond the capabilities of
small expeditions. Exchanges of information, necessary if compatible telecommunications systems were
to be maintained, virtually ceased. The problem was
exacerbated by the ambitious plans of the World
Meteorological Organization (WMO) to set up a
global reporting system to be known as the World
Weather Watch, in which antarctic weather observations would be an integral part. The existing telecommunications facilities simply could not handle
the volume of messages required.
To improve the situation, telecommunications experts met informally at Brussels in March 1968. By
autumn, the secretary of the SCAR Logistics Working Group had produced a "SCAR Telecommunications Guidance Manual" that, if imperfect in some
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respects, for the first time brought the available information together in a single document.
To explore the situation in greater depth, a meeting of governmental experts was held at Buenos
Aires from September 1 to 12, 1969; SCAR, WMO,
the International Telecommunications Union, and
the International Oceanographic Commission each
sent a nonvoting representative. At the meeting,
much was done to clarify the situation, and recommendations were made that would result in improvements if carried out. Important was the suggestion
that information similar to that in the SCAR
Manual be included in the operatons report submitted annually, using a standard format based on
that already developed by SCAR. The Sixth Consultative Meeting at Tokyo in 1970 approved the
recommendations of the Buenos Aires meeting, and
the recommendations are now before governments
for consideration. Only the future will reveal the effectiveness of these measures.
Regulation of economic activity
At least from the days of the first Byrd Expedition, and perhaps even before, many have believed
that an area the size of Antarctica must possess important mineral resources. None have been found
worth exploiting, but, with more detailed investigation coupled with technological developments, some
may yet be discovered. Aware of the possibility, governments have become increasingly concerned about
the effect such activities could have on the cooperation that now exists.
Some hint of how this important matter may be
handled can be seen perhaps in the experience with
the two forms of economic activity that have so
far been considered at Consultative Meetings: tourism and pelagic sealing. Concern with the second
was aroused when the Norwegians began thinking
about exploiting seals. Partly at the urging of SCAR
and with the technical advice of its biologists, succeeding Consultative Meetings, beginning with the
Third in 1964, first recommended to governments
that they restrain their nationals engaged in pelagic
sealing from depleting existing stocks as had happened to whales, and second, that they work out the
draft of an international convention on the subject.
At the Sixth Meeting, the subject was taken out of
the Treaty consultative forum and a draft convention
referred to the interested governments. The Antarctic Treaty and SCAR, however, have served as
the focal point for development of the concepts that
will be embodied in the conventions.
Even before the Treaty was signed the first tourist
cruises were made to the Antarctic Peninsula. Be
cause of its accessibility, this area has continued t
attract more visitors than any other in Antarctic.
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Occasional tour ships have also touched at Hallett
and McMurdo Stations on the shores of the Ross
Sea. It is natural that persons with sufficient time
and money should want to see and enjoy this unique
part of the world. Their presence in numbers—and
the business is growing—constitutes a potential
threat to scientific research, the conservation of flora
and fauna, and the operation of stations.
The potential seriousness of the problem was first
recognized at the Fourth Consultative Meeting in
1966. It was then provided that the government of
a country in which a tourist or other nonscientific
expedition was being organized should inform any
other government with a station that might be visited. Upon request, governments should also describe
the conditions under which they would penhlit their
stations to be visited. Such permission should be
withheld unless reasonable assurances were received
of compliance with these conditions and with the
provisions of the Treaty.
On the basis of 4 years of experience, these recommendations were expanded at the Sixth Consultative
Meeting in 1970. It was also stipulated that tourists
should comply with whatever ground rules a station
leader had drawn up for their safety and the protection of scientific programs. Other recommendations repeated and reinforced measures made in
1964 to preserve flora and fauna.
Obviously, a far more difficult situation would develop if exploitable resources were discovered. Unfortunately, the most probable area for such development is in the seas around the continent, and
here, of course, the Antarctic Treaty does not apply.
Sources of wealth are unlikely to be found on land
in the near future, and it seems probable that, wisely
or not, action will not be taken until the event occurs.
ion of the environment
A principal objective of the Treaty was to reserve
he Antarctic for scientific investigation. Although
rovisions effectively shielded the area from outside
nterference, they did not necessarily protect it from
he influence of man, whose presence was mandatory
f the area's phenomena were to be studied. Because
f this dilemma, the negotiators of the Treaty sugT ested the preservation and conservation of flora and
auna as an item for consideration in Consultative
eetings. Every meeting, including the first in 1961,
as adopted one or more recommendations on this
o 0ic. The question of conservation of flora and
auna developed into a broad-scale concern for the
affect of man on the total environment.
As a basis for interim rules for the conduct of
personnel, the First Consultative Meeting recom'nended guidelines already adopted by SCAR. Other
recommendations called for encouragement of scienMay-June 1971

tific studies of antarctic life as a basis for longtime
conservation measures and for consultation on the
form that internationally agreed measures should
take. Held only a year after the First, the Second
Consultative Meeting was not prepared to bring in
such measures but recommended that a draft text
be ready for the next meeting to be held 2 years later.
The delay permitted the Treaty governments to
solicit the advice of SCAR. As a result it was possible
to present the Consultative Meeting held in 1964 at
Brussels with the text of a set of agreements that
were scientifically sound. It was agreed that the Antarctic as defined in the Treaty should be considered
a special conservation area. The actual measures,
therefore, were designed to implement this concept.
Without going into detail, they covered what might
be termed direct interference with native flora and
fauna. Animals and birds, for example, should not
be killed, wounded, molested, or captured except in
accordance with a permit. Permits could be issued
only to provide specimens for scientific study, for
zoos and museums, or for indispensable food for men
and dogs. As a reserve to these measures, rules were
also included to limit the introduction and disposition of animals and plants foreign to the Antarctic.
Finally, governments were directed to exchange information as to animals taken, permits issued, and
the actual numbers of animals and birds killed or
captured.
Such general regulations applied to the Antarctic
as a whole. The scientists, however, felt that certain
areas and species deserved more intensive protection.
The agreed measures provided that such areas and
species should be designated in annexes to the agreement. These annexes were left blank at Brussels in
1964 because the Treaty governments wished to obtain the advice of SCAR before proceeding to the
actual designation. Two years later, with recommendations from SCAR available, sixteen specially protected areas and two specially protected species were
selected. Subsequent Consultative Meetings have revised the agreed measures, added some specially
protected areas, and redefined others.
The provisions to regulate the introduction of aniiiials and plants from outside indicated an awareness that factors other than physical interference
with flora and fauna might exist. Man could contaminate the environment in more subtle ways, the
effect of which might be delayed but, in the long
run, be more dangerous. In fact, as we know from
experience of the world outside Antarctica, they can
he disastrous. As early as 1961 1 SCAR was concerned with the Problem of pollution and how to
prevent or minimize it. The Treaty governments introduced it as an agenda item for the logistics symposmm of 1968. The first Consultative Meeting to
consider it was that of 1970 in Tokyo. There, a
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recommendation was adopted on the general subject
of man's impact on the antarctic environment. SCAR
was invited to make broad studies of the subject, to
recommend programs to detect changes occurring in
the environment, and to propose measures to minimize harmful interference with it. In the interim,
governments were urged to take steps to reduce the
incidence of known causes of pollution.
Contamination can take many forms. Those considered above derive from man's tendency to impose himself on flora and fauna either by accident or
on purpose, as happened in earlier eras with the indiscriminate slaughter of antarctic fur seals, or as a
result of the need to dispose of the byproducts of
human life processes. The negotiators of the Antarctic Treaty incorporated among its articles the
prohibition of nuclear explosions and the disposal of
radioactive materials. Radioisotopes, however, are
employed in scientific investigations, and their usage
could produce harmful effects. At the Sixth Consultative Meeting, a recommendation was adopted
inviting SCAR to investigate this problem and to
propose comprehensive principles of control. As an
interim measure, it was recommended that consultative parties inform one another of their intention to
use radioisotopes in a given locality lest it interfere
with investigators of another party who later wished
to carry on research in the same locality.
A threat to the antarctic environment undoubtedly
exists. Pollution has occurred locally, but, with the
technical advice of SCAR, the Treaty governments
have become conscious of the problem and are taking
steps to meet it. With continued cooperation under
the provisions of the Treaty and the continuing
recommendations of the Consultative Meetings, they
have a good chance of preserving a unique environment for scientific investigation and even for the
delectation of visitors.
Inspections
Implementation of the inspection provisions of the
Treaty did not require consideration at consultative
meetings. Whether to inspect or not was a question
for each government to decide. Some decided that,
in the light of the general cordiality and good relations prevailing in the Antarctic, inspections were
unnecessary. Others, while agreeing with this attitude, felt that, since the right had been written into
the Treaty, it should be exercised lest it fall into
desuetude.
The United States was one of the latter group, although it did not carry out the first inspection. For
the record, two New Zealand observers visited McMurdo Station early in December 1963 and thus became the first inspectors. That same season, Australia,
the United Kingdom, and the United States also
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sent out accredited observers. In 1965, Argentina followed suit in the Antarctic Peninsula area, and the
United States inspected certain other stations in
1967 and 1971.
Nowhere did the observers meet with any but the
warmest receptions, and nothing was hid from their
view. From their accounts, inspecting was a pleasant
activity. In truth, the observers did not expect to uncover violations of the Treaty, nor did they. They
simply confirmed that all expeditions were adhering
to both the provisions and the spirit of the Treaty.
Conclusion
Looking back over 10 years, it may be said that
the objectives of the Antarctic Treaty have been
generally fulfilled. No matter what strains and tensions may have existed elsewhere, expeditions have
gone about their activities in peace and harmony,
cooperating with one another despite differences of
race, religion, ideology, and national ambition. Success has been most evident in those matters where
expert technical advice has been readily available.
The contribution of SCAR has been very large indeed, especially in measures to protect the environment. Some controversial questions, such as jurisdiction over persons, have not yet been faced, or, as in
the matter of economic activity, taken up on an individual rather than a general basis. For example,
measures have not been taken to protect the ecology
of the sea, from which Antarctica's mammals and
birds feed and where they spend much of their lives.
More important than specific measures has been
the determination to make the Treaty succeed. The
knotty problems remain and cannot be avo:ded forever, but their solution becomes more practicable as
time passes and the spirit of mutual forbearance
grows. Mr. R. H. Wade, New Zealand delegate tc
the Sixth Consultative Meeting, summed up the situation in these words:
It is now time to look ahead to the tasks and
problems of the next decade. Scientists of all
the Treaty nations, working through SCAR,
are in general agreement about the scientific
program which should be implemented. It is to
be hoped that governments will be able to
handle the other issues, which will inevitably
arise, with the same promptness. I do not underestimate the seriousness of some of the problems
which may face us . . . but we have established
a tradition of consultation and cooperation
which will serve us well.
Opinions in this article are the author's and do not necessarily reflect the position of the U.S. Government.
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